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A MUST HAVE Resource. My 7-yr-previous has AS and my various other 3 kids have
sensory/social complications. Obviously some of the concepts will work and some won't,
depending on your son or daughter. It's on my set of best 5 books to possess dealing with
Aspergers.It's just a little unique of I was expecting, but for the better. Great resource.
Vocabulary, and Social/Relationship Strategies. It’s comprehensive. Then moreover they then
add chapters on Teaching and Education Strategies, and Special Education Legal Strategies. It
gives brief and concrete rationales. It really is filled with small techniques and techniques to
help your child/student deal with the world around him. I like lists, and that's basically what
this reserve is certainly -- one big list -- with detailed descriptions. Sooo many concepts and
recommendations (1001 to be particular). I borrowed this publication from the library, but I'll
buy a copy to keep for reference and tag up. The only distraction is that because it addresses
the autism spectrum disorders, there is a lot of mention of autism, rather than specifically
aspergers. But therefore much of it applies anyway. And that's the beauty of this book: you can
find so many concepts, that despite the types that don't apply, you are still left with so many
great ones that do. This is important book filled with tips that seem so simple to do!! Of all
books I've purchased on the subject of Autism, this one is by far the very best one. I was so
sick and tired of all the clinical, academic, despairing accounts of ASD in other books, that I
stopped reading any material on Autism altogether. If you are searching for in-depth info on
autism, you will not think it is here..it's given me a completely new perspective on how to deal
with him. The authors provide a sense of nice humor to lifestyle, with a real-life sensibility that
is missing from every piece of Autism literature I've seen. Instead of focusing on the
"distinctions" we face every second of each day, the authors just dig in and get to the business
of enjoying each "problem". For instance, the idea that "You Don't Have To Brush ALL Of Your
Teeth" was so simple yet therefore freeing! Every idea offers several different variations, that i
found to become very helpful. Useful ideas for coing with ASDs As a teacher of children with
Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) and Sensory Integration Dysfunction (DSI), I have read
nearly ever book written about them. Most concentrate on recognizing, and obtaining a
diagnosis and treatment for, ASDs, or on games/activities. This book stands out as one of few
to address COPING. I don't have to go through story after story to get the stage. Some are
everyday activities suggestions; Though several of the concepts are geared toward school
aged children, there are still many excellent concepts for a grown-up too. Even though you
think you know pretty much everything, you can find enough fresh ideas in this publication to
make it worth the examine. I highly recommend it to anyone who works together with these
special kids. Excellent Resource This is a fantastic resource for parents/educators of autistic
children/ students. I am a retired teacher and a parent of an adult child with autism. others are
situational techniques that truly help (I've test-operate many). If you're a parent of a grown-up
aged kid with autism you will find this book helpful. Great reading. Basically the author divides
the book into three topics: Sensory Integration, Communication &! Long Too long;specifically
for parents of young autistic This book is a good resource for parents of newly diagnosed kids
with autism. I am a therapist dealing with families with autistic kids and recommend this
reserve. Many parents "don't know the place to start" and this book gives great simple ideas in
activities that these children would enjoy.I like that it's super easy to learn and refer back to
over and over again.But, this book is totally packed with not merely great suggestions for
teaching and increasing our kid with ASD, but for ENJOYING our child with ASD! Nonetheless
it gives great useful suggestions for play activities and daily struggles such as for example
potty-training, hair combing battles, behavior complications etc. AN ABSOLUTE MUST HAVE.



Five Stars Good reference book Five Stars Very good quality product.. It's a "Will need to
have"book for anybody who works together with kids with autism... Must have reserve for
parents which have children with autism and specialists that use kids with autism We am an
occupational therapist that functions in the school system which book hasGREAT ideas right
from the start of the reserve to the end. I thought I read everything approximately Autism and
how to teach my son properly..until I go through this reserve! There's something for
everybody. I will purchase another 4 or 5 5 copies, someone to hand to every therapist,
teacher, and grandparent that touches my son.. Finally! I especially liked the quick ideas Great
publication for a parent Great book for a parent, instructor or anyone who might not quite
understand Autism... Great ideas! Wonderful book!! Mariann User-friendly material - great
book As a teacher I've used this reference for years as children arrive with unique
requirements- it’s very useful not only to teachers but to family members as well. I’ve shared
with parents who have reported positive attitudes toward the recommendations as well. It is a
long publication, more for the money I think. In each chapter the authors list all sorts of things
to do at SCHOOL AND/OR HOME to help your child improve in these areas. however as a
parent it is nice to have a reference book I suppose The ideas are normal sense, however as a
parent it is nice to have a reference book I suppose. As a mother or father with ASD child, it
has helped me tremendously.. pretty dry. Could possibly be better structured and more
concise. Three Stars It was okay. Four Stars helpful.. A very good and onformative book.
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